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Art World News
A UGUST 2016
THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
LEGAL ISSUES: ART
APPROPRIATION REDUX
Joshua Kaufman, a leading
attorney in art, copyright,
and licensing law,
discusses issues that anyone who creates or sells art
that incorporates third party
intellectual property must
deal with: copyright, right of
publicity, and trademark
claims. The third and final
part of his article, written in
collaboration with Thai X.
Nguyen, begins page 28.

WHY PRINTING ADDS
REVENUE FOR
CUSTOM FRAMESHOPS
Custom framers who have
added printing services describe the new avenues
this is opening up for their
business and the type of
work it brings into the store.
They also describe the
equipment they use and
the learning curve entailed.
Article begins, page 22.
TRU VUE CELEBRATING
70-YEAR ANNIVERSARY

ARCADIA OPENS IN
CULVER CITY’S
HISTORIC TOWN PLAZA
Arcadia Contemporary has
moved into an 1,800square-foot space in the
famous pedestrian mall that
includes the historic Culver
Hotel. Turn to page 10.

Tru Vue, provider of highperformance glazing to the
picture framing market,
marks 70 years of operations in September. The
occasion represents the
accumulation of seven decades of glazing engineering
innovations. See page 24.

The newly opened Philip Janes Gallery in Granby, CT.

INNOVATIVE ART CREATION
TAPS HIGHER END CLIENTS
Prints and paintings on media such as aluminum, acrylic, wood,
and bamboo, as well as special finishes, embellishments, and
printing techniques are reaching a higher end clientele and
fetching a higher price point. Rami Rotkopf, founder and owner
of Smart Publishing and Blue Gallery in Delray Beach and on
Las Olas Blvd. in Fort Lauderdale, FL, says Isaac Maimon’s
paintings on aluminum and Joel Amit’s one-of-a-kind laser-cut
steel birds and butterflies are nomenal of the company’s reappealing to a young, suc- cently introduced metallic foil
cessful demographic who are prints. “We believe selling
open to new ideas. Lonnie higher quality artwork is imLemco, vice president of perative for retailers because
sales, World Art Group, pub- the name of the game is raislisher of open edition prints, ing the average ticket to grow
continued on page 10
says sales have been phe-

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“Small businesses are always
stressing ‘buy local,’ and by
offering printing services we are
helping our local artists create a
product they are proud to sell and
that helps our local economy.”
Claudine Bogart, page 23.
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Milan’s Museum
Classy Art Captures
Show Strikes a Chord Pokemon Fervor

SecureHang:
Designed to Save Time

Artist Henrietta Milan is currently enjoying an exhibition
of her Impressionist paintings at the Museum of Biblical Art in Dallas that museum director and art historian Scott Peck describes as
spectacular.

Classy Art announces its
new Pokémon Go collection
created to attract the elusive
millennials by placing Lure
Modules at Poké Stops
found around murals, statues, or other public points
of interest.

SecureHang, a newly introduced installation solution
for hanging picture frames, is
designed to offer a fast, adjustable, and secure method
to hang wood, composite, or
metal frames without the
need for wires or measuring.
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Presenting
New Art Releases

Art Appropriation
Redux

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

We present the New Art
section featuring current
releases of original and limited edition work in an array
of mediums, edition sizes,
image sizes, and price
points, as well as company
contact information.

In the final installment of a
three-part article, Joshua Kaufman and Thai X. Nguyen focus
on the issue of trademarks,
and how to navigate their appropriate use in artwork without infringing or creating a
subliminal association.

What’s Hot in Open Editions
features a variety of the latest best selling open edition
prints for the month of July,
some available as print-ondemand images from publishers, and includes contact
information.

Page 26

Page 28

Page 30

AD INDEX
Page 34

Artwork featured is
Rolinda Stotts’
“ Sunny Side Up,”
an oil on panel,
48 by 24 inches ($3,400),
available from Lyrical
Fine Art, Northport, NY.
Visit: www.lyricalfineart
.com for more details, or
phone (631) 651-5899.
ART WORLD NEWS
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IN OUR OPINION
SLOW SUMMER
THAW – MAYBE
ompared to the last
five summer seasons,
fortunes for the art
and framing industry have
seemingly held up better. Or,
at least the pleading cries for
help seem to have been held
to a minimum. Or rather, the
battle-hardened retailers of
our industry have merely
prepared and “dug-in” to
endure the season. Regardless, of the reason, things
seem better off.

C

Part of the malaise of the
last decade has been
squarely laid upon the shoulders of the millennial generation—the culture-conscious
coffee drinkers spanning the
18- to 35-year-old age class.
As the soon-to-be largest demographic swath of society
as the number of baby
boomers retreats, millennials
have been a vexing class of
consumers as they have
shaped a unique matrix of
tastes, habits, and consumer
patterns.

The most problematic
trend for our industry with
this group has been their
sharp delay in the formation
of new households and the
subsequent lack of new
home ownership. However
now, after nearly a sevenyear postponement, the pendulum is swinging back toward a more traditional
economic path, whereby 35%
of new households were created by millennials.
Large retailers such as
Home Depot have benefited
from the switch in behavior
and are very bullish for the
next 10 years as baby
boomers pass the torch to millennials. The art and framing
industry, too, should delight in
this coming of age moment for
the market. Now, more than
ever, galleries and frameshops need to invest in the
marketing, products, and
methods to meet this demand.
It is what will carry us forward
for the foreseeable future.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Lyrical Presents Rolinda Stotts

Robert Finale at CV Art and Frame

Lyrical Fine Art is now
representing the work of
Rolinda Stotts whose oil
on panel paintings replicate the effect of extreme
age and texture. “My layering of color builds an effect unlike newly created
art. I am sharing the deep
emotion of the rich heritage I feel while working,” says the artist. She
grew up on a dairy farm
working with animals and
growing crops, all the “My Dreams Are Sweeter Next
while learning to nurture to You” by Rolinda Stotts, oil on
life and respect nature. panel 48 by 64 inches, from
These lessons of balance Lyrical Fine Art, Northport, NY.
and harmony are expressed in her art. For details on her paintings that retail from
about $200 for a small piece to $20,000 for a multi-panel
work, visit: www.lyricalfineart.com or call (631) 651-5899.

Collectors of Robert
Finale’s work were
treated by the artist
to a sketch of their
choice when they
purchased his work
at a show hosted by
CV Art and Frame
in Zionsville, IN. “We
had a great show Artist Robert Finale, center, with
with our loyal base from left: Chris Kmiec, sales director,
of Finale collectors,” Robert Finale Editions; Rhonda Crawsays gallery direc- shaw, gallery director CV Art and
tor Rhonda Craw- Frame; Barbara Jennings, owner,
shaw, adding that CV Art and Frame; and the artist’s
customers really enj- wife, Susie Finale.
oyed him sketching
on the back of their purchased artwork. “He even sketched
a customer’s dog on art paper, which helped us, as we custom framed it.” Finale’s oils sell for about $2,900 to $10,000
and his limited editions for $600 to $3,000. For Robert Finale
Editions, visit: www.robertfinaleeditions.com, (770) 345-8691;
for CV Art and Frame: www.cvartandframe.com.

Philip Janes Gallery Grand Opening
Philip Janes
enjoyed
an
excellent opening at his
new location,
Philip Janes
Gallery
in
Granby, CT.
Music was provided for the
occasion by
members of
F a r m i n g t o n “Skies” by Frank Monaco is an acrylic on
Valley Philhar- canvas, 45 by 33 inches.
monic Society
and among the 200 attendees were many clients from Mr.
Janes’ former Arts Exclusive Gallery in Simsbury, CT that
he operated for almost 40 years. As with that gallery, the
philosophy at Philip Janes Gallery is based on outreach and
passion for the creative process. Today he represents some
seven artists in a 900-square-foot space in a post-and-beam
building in the center of Granby. Visit: www.philipjanesgallery.
com, e-mail: info@philipjanesgallery.com, call (860) 651-5824.
PAGE 8

Milan Gallery Benefit for Dallas Five
When Dallas-Fort
Worth artist Ryan
Spiritas heard about
the shooting of five
Dallas police officers in July, he
went to his studio
for days straight to
create
“Healing
Dallas: A Tribute to Ryan Spiritas, second from left, whose
Blue.” At the open- fundraising painting “Healing Dallas:
ing of Spiritas’ A Tribute to Blue” is shown, is joined
show at Milan by Tal Milan, left, of Milan Gallery,
Gallery, Fort Worth, and Dallas collectors Jana and Danny
a few days later, Freundlich, purchasers of Spiritas’ art.
gallery director Tal
Milan offered the piece for sale with 100% of proceeds going
to the Assist the Officer Foundation. The painting was purchased for $5,000; a portion of proceeds from an edition of
55 of “Healing Dallas, retailing for $1,005 will also go to the
foundation. For details on the prints, published by Milan
Gallery, visit: www.milangallery.com or call (817) 338-4278.
ART WORLD NEWS
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ARCADIA MOVES FROM
TEMPORARY SPACE
TO CULVER CITY’S
HISTORIC TOWN PLAZA

CULVER CITY—Arcadia
Contemporary has moved
into an 1,800-square-foot
space in the center of the
famous pedestrian mall that
includes historic Culver Hotel
once owned by Charlie Chaplin; ArcLight Cinemas, and
Sony Studios. When gallery
owner Steve Diamant left
SoHo after 16 years, he initially took a temporary space
at Bergamot Station in Santa
Monica. The official grand
opening at his Culver City
space is scheduled for September. Currently it is presenting a summer show of
all Arcadia’s artists, namely
Malcolm Liepke, Jeremy
Lipking and many more.
Shown is Julio Reyes’ “Night
Moth,” oil on panel, 60 by 55
inches, ($69,000). Mr. Diamant says his artists have
been well received in California. “There don’t seem to be
many galleries out here doing
what we are doing.” His
gallery is focused on classic,
contemporary, well-executed
paintings. He says he’s enjoying California. “The art market
is smaller and not quite as
oppressive as New York City.”
The gallery is already attracting a lot of foot traffic, particularly from visitors at Culver
Hotel and those dining at
nearby restaurants. Work at
Arcadia Contemporary ranges
from $2,900 to $69,000. Visit:
www.arcadiacontemporary.
com or call (424) 603-4656.
PAGE 10

INNOVATIVE ART TAPS HIGH-END CLIENTS
continued from page 1
revenue, even if you don’t do
more volume.” The prints are
created through a proprietory
process developed by World
Art Group that combines
printing and hand application.

The prints have attracted
a lot of attention, including
that of Steve Mckenzie, coowner with his wife Jill of
Steve Mckenzie’s, an interior design store in Atlanta.
Mr. McKenzie is an artist in
his own right and has chosen World Art Group to publish his work as metallic foil
prints. The collection is soon
to be introduced.
Joanne Chappell, owner
of Editions Limited and Studio EL in Emmeryville, CA,
publishes limited editions
through the latter on
brushed aluminum, clear and
opaque acrylic, bamboo, and
birch, as well as on paper
and canvas. Studio EL’s customers are art consultants,
designers, hotels, and the
healthcare sector. Senior living in the upper criteria is a
growing sector as the population ages. “They want to
appeal to higher end residents and we have seen demand go up,” says Ms.
Chappell. “In California,
companies that have residences near each other
want quite different images
so they don’t all look the
same.” Paper and canvas
prints are published in editions of about 450, but the
editions on other substrates
are limited to 25. A 24- by
32-inch print on aluminum
can wholesale for $370 and
a 40- by 40-inch sized piece
for $715.
Max Art Productions, a
fine art atelier in Las Vegas
co-founded by Michael Go-

dard and Nick Landis, who
also operate Michael Godard Fine Art Associates, of-

“Gold Foil Rustic Mount I
on Black” by Vision Studio
is a metallic foil print published by World Art Group
with an image size of 14
by 29 inches, paper size of
25 by 38 inches, retailing
for $110. Visit: www.
theworldartgroup.com.

minum allows the dyes to be
infused onto the metal surface. Mr. Landis says the results are stunning with their
vibrant colors and luminescence. “When you put Godard’s work on aluminum it
can have a higher price
tag—and we get it.” A 24by 30-inch print on canvas
can retail for $1,695 whereas on aluminum the price
would be about $3,500. The
medium is also very durable
and easy to clean. “It is a
little more expensive than
paper or canvas, but it is a
high-end look. And to mount
it on the wall, you don’t need
a frame, just a mounting
block on the wall so that the
artwork ‘floats.’” He finds
the process lends itself to
photography. “When everyone is using smartphones
for photos, it is an easy way
to translate that photo to a
vibrant product.”

fers its customers a wide
range of printing options.

Max Art Productions also
has the capability of printing

Joel Amit’s “Love Is in the Air” is a laser cut metal wall
sculpture, 58 by 32 inches, from Smart Publishing. The
piece retails for $15,000. Visit: www.smart-publishing.com.

They include inkjet and photographic printing, screen
printing, giclée printing,
serigraphy and spot silkscreen, and specialty effects
and finishes, as well as printing on metal. The latter is
done through a dye sublimation process on aluminum.
The specially coated alu-

on acrylic, as well as Plexiglas. National Geographic
Galleries with locations in
Laguna Beach and La Jolla,
CA; Maui, HI, and Fort Lauderdale, FL, that feature
award-winning photography,
is among its customers for
continued on page 12
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THE ARTS BLOOM IN
CHICAGO DURING FIFTH
ANNUAL EXPO CHICAGO
CHICAGO—Expo Chicago,
produced by Art Expositions
at Navy Pier will host 145
galleries from 22 countries
during its four-day run,
September 22–25. The fair
will be the center piece of
Expo Art Week in Chicago,
a joint initiative of Expo
Chicago, Choose Chicago,
and Chicago’s Department
of Cultural Affairs and
Special Events.
Select West Loop galleries
will open the fall gallery
season, Friday, September
11–Sunday, September 13,
with new exhibitions as a
kick-off to Expo Art Week.
The gallery openings will lead
into Expo Chicago and mark
the debut of works from a
range of national and international artists. Additionally,
Art After Hours, a citywide
open gallery night, takes
place September 23.
Among the prestigious institutions participating in Expo Art
Week, The Arts Club of
Chicago will open its Kerstin
Brätsch exhibition; the
Museum of Contemporary
Photography will present an
exhibition featuring French
artist Philippe Chancel; and
the Museum of Contemporary
Art Chicago is hosting, among
its offerings, part of a trilogy
of plays by Keren Cytter,
“Show Real Drama,” addressing the differences between
stage and cinema. Also,
Chicago Artists Coalition will
produce its annual sales
exhibition, “The Annual,”
highlighting the emerging art
scene in Chicago.
For details on Expo Chicago
visit: www.expochicago.com.
More information on the many
Expo Art Week listings is also
available at this website.
PAGE 12

INNOVATIVE ART
continued from page 10

recently expanded it. Among
its services it also offers
hand-embellishing,
does
commission work for origi-

soon after it added a giclée
printing department. “We
have a wonderful silkscreen
the prints on Plexiglas. Most
studio,” says Bernard
of the casinos on the Las
Fekete, general manager.
Vegas strip are customers
“We do small or large forof Max Art Productions, as
mat and many kinds of finare gaming manufacturers
ishing—any
kind
of
who make slot machines.
varnish you desire—and
“We do some of the acrylic
we make texture on top
and glass prints on the slot
of it to replicate the
machines,” says Mr. Landis.
artist’s brushstroke. ”The
brushstrokes are created
Daniel Deljou, president
on mylar film and then
of Deljou Art Group, Atlanta,
printed. “Pinnochio” and
observes, “Technology is
“Snow White,” serigraph
getting better, with better
editions published by the
and faster printers, and
Thomas Kinkade Comprint-on-demand is perfect
pany, each had three diffor our business. We have a
ferent varnishes. Kolibri
huge database of exclusive
master printer and owner
images for that program, Michael Godard’s “Wine
Sergei Lazutin, explains
aside from our originals. We Dance” is a dye sublimation
that one layer of varnish
print on paper, canvas, Plex- on aluminum print, 24 by 36
was for a lower texture,
iglas, and wood—just about inches, edition of 50, SRP 2995, the second for a higher
any surface you can imag- published by Michael Godard
texture, and the third layer
ine. That is why I am talking Fine Art Associates and profor reflection in the water.
about technology. But it is duced by Max Art Productions. “It is very impressive,” he
not a substitute for an origi- Visit: www.michaelgodard.com says. “You can touch and
nal.” However, as he says, if and www.maxartpro.com.
feel it. This is for the cusyou can’t afford an original,
tomer who wants a very
you can get a print-on-de- nals, and has a framing de- high-end print. And we do
mand. (POD from Deljou is partment. “Our motto is Art the same technique on gifor the trade only.) Cus- Services from A to T,” clées to build up the layers.”
tomers for
Many of the
this service
silkscreens
include
printed
at
those from
Kolibri are in
the furniture
80
colors.
i n d u s t r y,
“And
cushospitality,
tomers don’t
and others
have to print
on a budget.
all of the ediThere is a
tion at one
place
for
time,” says
POD and a
Mr. Fekete.
place
for
“They can do
originals.
a partial run.
After all, as Studio EL presents a Zen landscape compilation by Florence With
Dr.
Mr. Deljou Delva. It is part of the company’s Zen Landscape Artist
Seuss, we
says, “You Series, many of which are created for healthcare projects.
have printed
don’t want This piece is made of puncture-resistant canvas, paired with 100 at a time
to sit in your glossy laminate acrylic and brushed aluminum. It comes in
of an edition
lawyer’s of- sizes 48 by 28 and 72 by 42 inches. Go to: www.studioel.com. of 800.”
fice where
he is charging $500 an hour states Mr. Deljou, as in ART.
Kolibri also prints seriand look at a giclée. You
graphs on special surfaces,
need an original.” The comKolibri Art Studio in Los such as aluminum, wood,
pany opened its print depart- Angeles was founded in
continued on page 16
ment over 10 years ago, and 1990 as a serigraph studio,
ART WORLD NEWS
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MOMENTO SMART FRAME
ALLOWS GALLERIES AND
FRAMESHOPS TO DISPLAY
MORE ART AND FRAMING
NEW YORK—A big dilemma
in galleries and frameshops
with limited wall space is how
to display a variety of art and
photography, as well as framing samples. Photographer
Ron DeGroom is now offering
the Momento Smart Frame.
Photographs of artwork or
framing are taken on a mobile
phone and uploaded to the
Smart Frame via an app. The
photos run as a slideshow,
changing at whatever time interval is required. It comes in
two sizes, a 25- and 35-inch
diagonal screen with a 2 1/2inch mat around it retailing
for $599 and $899, respectively. The high resolution
non-reflective 4K screen has
a light sensor that automatically adjusts to the level of
ambient light.
Mr. DeGroom says, “There
has been a very enthusiastic
response.” When the Momento Smart Frame is placed
in a window, he says, “Once
someone stops to watch, the
crowd quickly becomes an
audience.” Aleksandar Ostojiic of Frames For You in Manhattan, agrees. “People
walking along the street stop
and discuss it.” He has already sold one to a customer
and others are considering
making a purchase.
The Momento Art Frame can
also be used by galleries participating in art fairs to show
more artwork. Additionally, the
Momento Smart Frame is
available for galleries to
sell to their customers, with
or without artwork from
the gallery loaded on to it.
Mr. DeGroom has an authorized dealer program available
for galleries. Contact him at
(516) 610-0159 or e-mail:
info@degroom.com.
PAGE 14

MILAN’S MUSEUM SHOW STRIKES A CHORD
Henrietta Milan is currently and, due to this exhibition,
enjoying an exhibition of her more people have discovImpressionist paintings at ered her. This is our tourist
the Museum of Biblical Art in season, and many people
Dallas that museum director from out of town, and out of
and art historian Scott Peck state, as well as those who
describes as spectacular. have stayed in Dallas in the
The exhibit, “God in the Gar- heat of summer, have come
den,” featuring over 45 of to see the exhibition.
her original oils of gardens,
pathways, and flowers, is
“People love the impresscheduled to run for three sionistic technique and
months through late Sep- Monet approach, and it is
tember. But due to robust very accessible. She emattendance, as well
“God in the Garden” by
as sales of some of
Henrietta Milan, an oil
the work, Mr. Peck
painting 48 by 72 inches.
says, “We may
keep some of it up
longer, it has been
and especially in Giverny,
that popular. We
France, the home of Claude
have sold quite a
Monet. Her reverence for
few paintings too,
the Master frequently manialthough that is not
fests itself in her paintings.
what we (the muMr. Peck concludes, “The
seum) are about. Henrietta Milan’s “Monet’s Ruffled
artwork of Henrietta Milan is
People are enquir- Repose” is an oil painting with an
an essential part of Texas art
ing whether they image measuring 72 by 48 inches.
history.” In 1995, she was
can buy her paintings for their home, and that
is the ultimate compliment.”
Small works available in the
gift shop start at $600, and
larger paintings go up to
$20,000–$30,000. Tal Milan,
director of Milan Gallery,
Fort Worth, TX, which is
owned by his mother, Henrietta, says he is planning to
publish a print edition of the
signature work in the exhibit,
“God in the Garden” that
will likely be available in the The opening of Henrietta Milan’s exhibition “God in the
Garden” at the Museum of Biblical Art in Dallas. Far left,
gift shop.
standing, are the artist with her son Tal Milan, director of
Mr. Peck observes that Milan Gallery, on her left; and museum director Scott Peck.
the beauty of the Texas
artist’s work speaks to peo- braces you, through her work, recognized by the mayor,
ple. “And there is a comfort with loving arms.”
senator, and congressman
in it that is needed in this day
of her hometown of Fort
and age that people are
Henrietta Milan’s paint- Worth with a day named in
starving for—it is pleasing to ings evoking beauty, light, her honor. For more on Henboth the eye and the heart.” and spirituality, are highly in- rietta Milan’s work, contact
He always thought the show fluenced by her extensive Milan Gallery at (817) 338would be successful. “But it European travels observing 4278 or: www.milangallery.
went to the next level. She French Impressionism at the com; for the museum, visit:
has such a loyal following Louvre, the Musée D’Orsay, www.biblicalarts.org.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Excellence of Gardening, 36 by 48 inches

Milan Gallery, in business
for five decades, presents
Henrietta Milan’s original
oil on canvas paintings.
At this time, Milan Gallery is
seeking two new gallery locations
to represent her original artworks.
Call us to represent this premier,
and proven, Impressionist
painter’s work whose palette
jumps off the canvas to catch
the viewer’s eye.

Monet’s Ruffled Repose, 48 by 72 inches

MILAN GALLERY

Giclée editions available upon request. Open 7 days a week.

(817) 338-4278

www.milangallery.com
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NEW PICTURE HANGING
SYSTEM DESIGNED TO
SAVE TIME AND
ENHANCE PRESENTATION
NEW CANAAN, CT—The
process of hanging artwork
for gallery shows, or even in
customers’ homes, can be
time consuming, particularly
when there are diptychs
and triptychs involved.
SecureHang, a newly introduced installation solution for
hanging picture frames is
designed to offer a fast, easy,
adjustable, accurate, and
secure method to hang wood,
composite, or metal frames
of various types, sizes, and
weights without the need for
wires or measuring.
Veteran custom framer and
artist Marc Fattahi, co-owner
with Carl Ferraro Esq. of
MFCF Enterprises LLC,
provider of products to the
art and framing industry,
sees SecureHang as part of
the evolution of the industry.
As owner of New Canaan
Frame and Art Gallery, Mr.
Fattahi knows first-hand the
time it takes to hang a gallery
show and, as he says, time is
money. “Ninety percent of the
time, you see pictures that
are crooked on the wall. No
matter how good you are,
it is so difficult to get the
frame in the exact right
position, permanently, because picture hanging wires
fluctuate. With the SecureHang system, the picture
doesn’t move anymore.”
MFCF Enterprises offers
Double Hang, Single Hang,
Metal Hang, and Hang It.
Coming soon is Smart Hang,
a measuring system for hanging multiple frames.
To watch a video on how the
SecureHang system works,
go to: www.securehang.com
or for more information, call
(203) 325-6510.
PAGE 16

CLASSY ART CAPTURES POKEMON FERVOR
Classy
Art
to be some
announces its
nearby. “Set
new Pokéoff a couple of
mon Go colthese
lures
lection. The
around your
world
has
business and
gone crazy
watch the peowith this new
ple flock to
phenomenon,
you.” Classy
and Gabriel
Art has two on
Cohen, presiits premises,
dent of Classy
shown in the
Art, suggests Pokémon murals cover the western-facing wall of Classy
image
(blue
retailers take Art Wholesaler’s premises in Houston, TX.
cubes) below
advantage of
right. Usually
it to lure in the elusive millen- everyone’s mind is: How do Lure Modules are to be
nials. Although men and I use this to attract people to found around murals, statwomen of all
my
business?
ues, or other
ages are playThe answer is in
public points
ing, because
Lure Modules.
of interest.
Pokémon
Users can buy
was a game
and place a Lure
In discussdeveloped
Module at any
ing
Classy
and popularPoké Stop for as
Art’s Pokémon
ized in the
low as 59 cents
Go collection,
’90s, the prieach
when
Mr.
Cohen
mary demobought in bulk.
notes, “I think
graphic, he
They last for 30
we were able
says, is the
minutes at a
to react to this
millennial that
time, and when
craze
much
marketers
one is set off
faster
than
everywhere
people can see it
anything we’ve
are
after. A bench at a bus
for miles in the Classy Art has two done in the
With so much stop outside
game
map. Lure Modules on
past. We unm a r k e t i n g Classy Art’s facility Everyone knows its premises, as
derstand that
emphasis on bears the inscripwhen to head illustrated by the
this will be an
attracting mil- tion “Dream Big.” that way be- blue cubes, shown. in and out
lennials, escause these Lure
trend, so we
pecially in the furniture and Modules help to generate have to move quickly, as
decorative art sectors, this lots of Pokémons and other does the retailer.” To reach
he says is a perfect opportu- items people are trying to Classy Art Wholesalers, visit
nity for retailers to be in the collect. It is true not every- the company’s website at:
right place at the right time. one has a Poke Stop at their www.classyart.net or call
The biggest question in business, but there are likely (800) 372-8007.
INNOVATIVE ART
continued from page 12

plastic, and gesso board. For
giclées, they print on paper
and canvas, but can screenprint glitter or crystalina diamond dust on top. The
combination of the serigraph
process and digital printing is
known as fusion printing.

That process is used for
printing different shades of
gold, as well as silver
and bronze.
Over the years, Kolibri Art
Studio has won numerous
printing awards, notably at
the Specialty Graphic Imaging Association’s Golden
Image Awards. Currently,

Kolibri is offering a special
rate to customers on its
fusion printing services.
Painting or printing on different substrates usually requires a high degree of skill
and the artwork can thus
justifiably demand a higher
continued on page 20
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NEW NARRATIVE
REQUIRED BY RETAILERS
CONNECTING WITH THE
MILLENNIAL GENERATION
STEVENS, PA—The key
challenge for retailers in connecting with millennials, those
25–34, is to connect with new
and compelling reasons why
their brands are meaningful
and important to this digitallyempowered generation. This
is according to Pam Danziger,
founder of Unity Marketing,
specialist in providing business insights into affluent
consumers.
This younger generation may
well spur the next home furnishings boom, beginning in
2026, and on their way there
they are expected to have
increasingly large buying
power. “While today, these
consumers have less income
and so less money to spend,
being younger they have a
powerful appetite to acquire
more material possessions,”
says Ms. Danziger. “Further,
until millennials’ incomes start
to grow, the generation’s most
highly educated consumers
with the best prospects for
achieving high incomes as
they mature, will start their
ascent up the income ladder.”
For this group, luxury is a
state of mind, not a price
point or brand. This provides
a great opportunity for
galleries and custom
frameshops, as what millennials want is something both
unique and meaningful.
They are looking for shopping
experiences that capture their
mood and speak to their values: Inclusive, yet individualized; self-expressive, not
self-absorbed or narcissistic;
and made for them, not their
parents’ or grandparents’
lifestyle. For more on Unity
Marketing, visit: www.
unitymarketingonline.com.
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INNOVATIVE ART
continued from page 16

price. Mr. Rotkopf of Smart
Publishing says it is much
more difficult to paint on
metal than canvas. Maimon
uses water-based paint for
the process, and does layer
upon layer. “Each layer
blends one into another, and

his wall sculptures. He
paints them individually, and
adheres between 300 and
600 to a wood lacquer base.
The sculptures retail for
$5,000 to $50,000; a recent
commissioned piece, measuring 96 by 144 inches,
fetched $80,000.
World Art Group’s Lonnie
Lemco notes,
“Metallic
colors and
accents are
trending right
now.” In the
open edition
print arena,
he
notes
there is a lot

Deljou Art
Group creates various
embellishments.
Shown immediate
right, heavy
paint embellishment
with gold
leaf on canvas. Similar
embellishment can be provided on a
variety of substrates. Shown at right,
heavy paint embellishment on aluminum dibond. Shown below, encaustic painting (use of pigments mixed
with hot wax) on artboard.

it is only
when you
cover the
painting with
lacquer that
you
see
through the
layers, giving it depth.
Maimon
knows in his
own mind
what he is
doing, and can predict the
result.” Mr. Rotkopf observes that Calman Shemi,
who is also represented by
Smart Publishing, was a pioneer in this field, and was
using the technique at least
15 years ago.

out
there.
“But we tried
to develop a
unique, and
high quality
metallic foil
product at an
affordable
price.” The
designs are
printed, and the foil is handapplied. Four or five full-time
embellishment artists work
on them in World Art’s studio. The larger sizes go to
furniture and accessory stores, and into the hospitality
market.

Likewise, his artist Joel
Amit’s work is unique. He
makes steel laser cuts in the
shape of butterflies and
birds in as many as six different species and 10 sizes for

Studio EL also prides itself on its innovation. The
company was one of the
first to bring prints on acrylic
onto the scene several years
ago. Studio El currently of-

fers two different acrylic
options, a classic transparent print on acrylic and a
contemporary opaque product called Glossy Laminate
on Acrylic or GLA. To fabricate the GLA product, the
artwork is printed on a
polyester film that is adhered to the back of the
acrylic. “It gives the prints
a high definition look,” says
Studio EL’s art director
Autumn Bailey.
With clear acrylic, in the
light areas of the print the
image becomes transparent
and you can see the wall behind it, she says. The clear
acrylic print uses four points
of stand-off hardware
for hanging so that
the artwork looks as
if it is floating. With
opaque acrylic, the
prints have an invisible aluminum frame
on the back for hanging, also giving the
impression that the
artwork is floating
away from the wall.
“We have quite sophisticated images,” Ms.
Chappell states. “Our customers are art consultants
and designers for hotels
and healthcare, so we try to
come up with fresh ideas.”
In addition to offering prints
on brushed aluminum, clear
acrylic, and glossy laminate
on acrylic, Studio EL prints
on bamboo and on birch
which has the look of a subtle wood grain.
Paper and canvas prints
are published in editions of
450, but those on special
substrates are in editions of
only 25. Price depends upon
size, but an aluminum print,
32 by 24 inches can wholesale for $370 and at 40 by
40 inches for $715.
continued on page 24
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FATTAHI’S FINE ART
GALLERY
PRESENTS

The Newest
Oil on Canvas

“Since the age of three,
I've been hypnotized by the sea.
As a child, the ocean represented
limitless possibilities for me.
Inspired, I traveled from
country to country, learning,
experiencing, absorbing
cultures, techniques and
appreciation for the beauty
and diversity of this world.
When my brush hits the
canvas, I feel like I am again,
three years old, gazing out into
the Caspian Sea and I am
engulfed by contemplations of
the limitless potentials of this
life. From one ocean to the
next, my life has changed, and
I hope that within my work,
I can inspire, or even spark a
fire within someone to wake,
go out and really, really, live.”

–

by Marc

Fattahi

Hor seshoe Bay
36 by 36 inches oil on canvas
Also available as a giclée on canvas
in an edition of 75.

52 EAST AVE.
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
MARCFAT TAHI@GMAIL.COM
203.966.8483 203.273.1999
WWW.MARCFAT TAHI.COM
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GOOD TURN OUT FOR A
DAY OF CONSERVATION

WHY PRINTING ADDS REVENUE

PITTSBURGH—The
Allegheny Chapter of the
Professional Picture
Framers Association (PPFA)
hosted its largest event ever
with A Day of Conservation
in early June at the Museum
Conservation Center in Pittsburgh. Custom framers, including PPFA members and
custom framers who were not,
as well as conservators, came
from far and wide. Bill Adair,
frame conservator, historian,
and master gilder presented a
seminar on “National Treasures,” focusing on America’s
most important frames; and
Barbara Conner, conservation
services manager at the
Museum Conservation Center,
shared “the detective work
and discoveries which fuel our
passion for art and science,
which is where art and conservation lives.” She also gave
her audience a few tricks of
the trade: How to distinguish a
painting from a print; avoiding
disaster: the right time to stop,
look, and call us for advice;
benefits of the circle of
conservation.

As an add-on sale, frameshop owners are finding that
offering printing services to
their clientele has become an
increasingly important part of
the business’ revenue stream.
Not only does it help to provide additional sales from
existing customers, but it
can also be a catalyst to
bringing in those that might
not have stepped foot into
the frameshop otherwise.

Chapter president Chris Rojik,
owner of The Frame Gallery in
Sharpsburg, PA, where about
80% of his business is conservation framing, credited the
PPFA with helping organize
the day. In related news, the
PPFA is seeking dedicated
professionals in the art and
framing industry to help shape
the future of the new PPFA,
and make a difference by
promoting custom picture
framing, and take advantage
of educational opportunities,
framing resources, and
professional certifications.
For the PPFA, visit:
www.ppfa.com; for the
Museum Conservation
Center: www.heinzhistory
center.org/museum
conservation-center.
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Claudine Bogart, owner of
Frame Depot Inc. in Grand
Junction, CO, says that offering additional services,
such as printing, helps to
keep customers coming
back. “I think it has helped
us to become a more wellrounded business with more
products,” she says. “Previously, we had to send customers to another local
business for the printing with
the hopes that they come
back to have the item
framed. But by offering it inhouse we are finding that we
are framing more of the
pieces we print. An additional
perk is that we have also
found many artists are having
us scan their pieces into the
computer and then they call
us when they need something printed as they sell their
art. This has created another
exciting revenue stream we
didn’t anticipate.”
Ms. Bogart notes that
while they are new to printing—having only been offering it for a year and half
—much of the success in
their steady increase in revenue since then can be attributed to their customer
service that their in-house
printer provides. “The customer service that our printer
offers and the relationships
that he’s creating with local
artists who were looking for

someone to scan and reprint
their artwork has been invaluable. Customers are telling
others about the great service he provides and as a result we are benefitting from
their testimonials. There is
another printer in the area
doing the same thing but his

says. “My intention was to
be able to provide a higher
quality of print for digital
photo restoration, but it was
not long until I found many
other uses for my customers.
For example, we frequently
scan and print fragile documents and photographs inhouse
for
custom framing. This offers a high
level of protection while
producing an
identical
image
for
framing.”

This level
of confidence
the
Frame Depot has been a family-run business that
since it first opened in 1986.
customer’s invaluable posturn around time is very dif- session will have minimal
ferent and it makes a differ- handling helps them to feel
ence when people can get safer. “Printing also made us
their finished product fast more of a one-stop shop for
family historians since they
and accurate.”
no longer needed to go to
Greg Norris, managing multiple businesses to copy
family documents
and
photos. And
we do a significant number of reprints
for customers. Since we
have one of
the few large
format printers in the
Greg Norris, owner of Huntington Hall of
market, we
Frames, in business more than 20 years,
have
seen
works on a framing project.
significant
growth
in
member of Huntington Hall of commercial business.”
Frames in Huntington, WV,
This boost in revenue from
attributes 15% of their business to printing and says that printing and the associated
the elimination of outsourcing digital work helped Mr. Northese jobs makes a big differ- ris pay off the expense of
ence with customers. “Print- the equipment and software in
ing quickly became a revenue
continued on page 23
stream in its own right,” he
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PRINTING
continued from page 22

the first year of use. “Not
only has it brought in new
business, but has helped our
custom framing and engraving business. We are now
doing some large commercial
jobs and have a few wholesale accounts because of
this service.”
Todd Dow, co-owner with
his wife Myrna of High
Desert Frameworks located
in Bend, OR, says that
printing and the associated
services have elevated the
business in the customer’s
eyes. “Just recently we have
expanded the marketing of
our printed vintage map and
poster line and have seen
a nice uptick,” she says.
“We are two years into
our digital printing and scanning services and have realized a nice increase of sales
over that time. The second
digital printing order that we
ever had was for $4,500.
That was a needed confirmation of our decision to enter
into the space.”
Mr. Dow says that not
having these services is
lost money for a business.
“The revenue generated is
incremental business that
we would not have had before, nor would we have
the associated custom framing that comes along with it.
The primary reason we entered the digital services
arena was to obtain incremental business, and the
result is that we have seen
an increase in custom and
ready-made framing.”
With these new services,
comes the learning curve
required to mastering the
equipment. “We have an
Epson stylus pro 9900 and
our printer, James, has spent
a lot of time learning how to
ART WORLD NEWS

properly use it,” Ms. Bogart
says. “What he has learned
is that it’s more about how to
scan and get the colors accurate so that when you print it,
it looks amazing. I think his
actual learning time to use
the equipment wasn’t that
long. Today, printing makes
up around 5% of our business and is steadily growing
as word is getting around
about our quality and attention to detail, along with our
fast turn around.”

Frameworks uses various
Epson pieces of equipment:
a wide format digital printer
the Epson 9900, a medium
format digital printer the
Epson SureColor p800, and
the scanners Epson xl10000
and Epson v850.

Mr. Dow credits 15% of
their custom framing jobs
comes from printing customers. “We expect the volume to climb to somewhere
between 20%-30% incrementally over time,” he says.
At Huntington Hall of “But, it’s not for the faint of
Frames, Mr. Norris and his heart. We happen to be tech
staff uses a 44-inch Epson savvy so the learning curve
was not huge
for us, but for
others that do
not have a
background in
computers,
graphic arts,
color theory,
post production/Photoshop software,
and/or business the learning curve can
be daunting.”
At High Desert Frameworks, co-owner and
executive director Myrna Dow, left, works
But
Ms.
on a framing project with custom framer
Bogart streKerrisa Scalise.
sses that it
is worth it.
9800 for most of their work “I think it is very important
and an Epson 1430 for because we are keeping
smaller jobs like notecards. more business in house,”
“There is a learning curve she says. “Small businesses
but with good digital files, I are always stressing ‘buy
was producing great quality local’ and by offering printing
color prints in the first week,” we are helping our local
he says.
artists, create a product
they are proud to sell and
“The digital work is much that in turn helps our local
more difficult, and I hired an economy.
expert to do that work. The
three tools that changed
“We were a little skeptical
my business most over the at first but I’m glad we deyears have been acquiring a cided to add printing when
double miter saw, a CMC we did because as the
and the Epson Printer. I would economy of our community
not want to be without a has changed, this helps us to
printer today.”
offer more to our customers
and that keeps us in busiThe staff at High Desert ness. It’s a win-win.”

FRAMERICA’S HAMPTON
GOLD WITH FLUTE

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica’s
American Renaissance
Collection has expanded
with its newest addition,
Hampton Gold with Flute.
The three profiles, BW278,
BW279, and BW280 ranging
from 1 1/4 to 3 inches wide,
have a flat raised panel with
scoops on each side adorned
with an antiqued fluted treatment. This classic distressed
gold melds tradition with modern age design at an attractive value. Call (800) 3726422 or: www.framerica.com.
LARSON-JUHL’S ANDOVER
FLOATS FOR CANVAS ART

NORCROSS, GA—LarsonJuhl extends its Andover
Collection with Andover
Floats exclusively for canvas
artwork. Available in two profiles with finishes in silver,
gold, black, and suede, Andover Floats bridge classic
contemporary designs with
trending complex finishes.
Visit: www.larsonjuhl.com.
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ANNIVERSARY
TRU VUE CELEBRATING 70–YEAR ANNIVERSARY
Tru Vue Inc., leading provider
of high-performance glazing
to the picture framing market,
is celebrating its 70th anniversary of operations this
September. The occasion
represents the accumulation
of seven decades of glazing
engineering innovations that
started with etched TV
screens and evolved to the
high-performance glazing that
has helped to protect and enhance art in museums and
homes around the world.
This platinum anniversary
marks the date that Chicago
Dial was founded in September 1946. Tru Vue began as
Chicago Dial, manufacturing
glass for radio dials and later
TV screens. One of the company’s first innovations was a
INNOVATIVE ART
continued from page 20

Ms. Bailey comments, “Our
healthcare department does
quite well, and we place all
kinds of substrates. A lot of
money is being funneled into
supporting the healing
process because studies
show that people heal faster
in places that have gentle,
calming environments. “A
few years back we developed Zen Landscapes for
a healthcare project. The
pieces were designed within
the parameters of California’s healthcare interior standards: distance from the
wall, durability, subject matPAGE 24

process that etched the
glass on TV screens, creating a non-glare surface that

refracted light and allowed for
a much clearer picture. This
etched glass product is what
brought Tru Vue into the picture framing market in the
1970s. Since then Tru Vue,
with the help of its partners
and customers, has been
able to bring industry-changing innovations continuously
for decades, with two new
glazing
enhancements
launched within the past year.

things framed and displayed.
Its products range from Museum Glass, Conservation
Clear and Conservation
Reflection Control, to
acrylic glazing products
including Optium Museum Acrylic.

The company is a leader
and innovator in the protection and conservation of all

“This is a huge milestone
for the company, and we
would like to thank our customers for being true partners and helping us reach
this momentous anniversary,” says Jen Gramm, director of marketing. “We will
be celebrating this anniversary throughout the year, so
look out for more details on
our blog at www.tru-vue.com,
and we look forward to
thanking our customers in
person at the West Coast Art

ter, anti-fungal and UV resistant all while looking good on
the wall, creating depth and

dimension within the space.
This wasn’t an easy task but
when it was completed, the

“Four Seasons (Quatre Saisons á Paris)” by Liudmila
Kondakova is an archival print with handmade serigraph
texture plates, 48 by 24 inches, published by Chalk & Vermilion Fine Arts. The work is printed by Kolibri Art Studio
for which it garnered an SGIA Golden Image Award. Visit:
www.kolibriartstudio.com or: www.chalk-vermilion.com.

& Frame Expo in January,
2017. As Ms. Gramm says,
a company doesn’t achieve
seven decades of service on
its own. Tru Vue has been
able to grow and evolve, from
listening to its customers’
feedback and delivering glazing innovations based on
market demands.

Tru Vue is a manufacturer of
high performance glazing
products for the custom picture framing and museum
markets. It is a leader in UV
protection, as well as antireflective and specialty glazing products for these markets. Located in McCook, IL,
and Faribault, MN, Tru Vue is
a subsidiary of Apogee Enterprises Inc. (Nasdaq: APOG).
Visit: www.tru-vue.com.
client was so happy that we
decided to put the products
into our Studio EL line. In
2015 we released our Zen
Landscape Artist Series
where, instead of the Studio
EL design team creating the
images, we gave templates
to some of our artists to design their own versions of
these three dimensional artworks.” Studio EL currently
has collections by Florence
Delva, Toby Goodenough,
and Daniel Sroka. “These
wall sculptures have become
our most popular product,”
says Ms. Bailey.

Sarah Seamark is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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NEW ART
Batman Rules the Night

Overshadow

Museum Editions Ltd.,
New Rochelle, NY,
introduces
Charles
Fazzino’s
“Batman
Rules the Night,” a
serigraph on museum
rag board in an edition
of 150 measuring 16
by 23 inches. The retail price is $2,000.
The image is part of
the Superhero Series
Suite along with “Superman Saves the
Day.” For further information, phone (914)
654-9370 or go to:
www.fazzino.com.

Darren
Thompson
Fine Art, Chicago,
presents
“Overshadow” by Darren
Thompson as an oil
on linen. Measuring
12 by 16 inches, the
retail price is $180.
For further information, call (317) 5148262 or go to the
website located at:
www.dtfineart.net.

Water Lily I
Kissing
Swan King International,
Montara, CA, presents
Michael Parkes’ “Kissing,” a lost wax cast
bronze sculpture available in two sizes: 20
by 24 by 10 inches
in an edition of 12
($25,000) and 12 by
16 by 6 inches in
an edition of 24
($15,000). For more
details, call (650) 4559932 or go to: www.
theworldofmichael
parkes.com.
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Limelight Agency,
Los Angeles, presents “Water Lily I,”
part of the Water
Lilies Series by Tom
Everhart, as a mixed
media print on deckled edge paper in an
edition of 295. The
image size is 18 1/2
by 42 inches and
the retail price is
$600. The full series
of six retails for
$3,000. Phone (415)
334-6605 for further
information, or visit
the company’s website located at: www.
limelightagency.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Art Books Sell Art
A Picture Tells
One Thousand
Words and an
Art Book Can
Sell a Thousand
Paintings
Art books are vital to expand your collector base. By sharing your story and the vision
behind your art, collectors’ attraction to your work is validated, and it is increased,
leading to more sales at better prices.
We work with artists, publishers and galleries to create elegant custom art books,
crafted to match each customer’s individual requirements. We cover all facets of book
publishing, from concept development to delivery of the printed copies.
We make it easy!

New Release.
Trim 11.75" x 9.5"
with 232 pages,
100# Gallery Art
Gloss stock.
Full color with varnish.
Cloth-wrapped hard
case binding with
laminated dust jacket.

Expand the Conversation

Call or e-mail today to learn more and find out about our $7,500 special.

Art World News
Custom Book Publishing

203.854.8566
jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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LEGAL ISSUES
ART APPROPRIATION REDUX
by Joshua Kaufman
and Thai X. Nguyen
Part three of a three-part
article that began in the
January 2016 issue of Art
World News and
continued in the
March issue.

tions were needed for the expressive underlying work to
portray realistic famous
scenes from Alabama football history. In assessing

quently displayed images of
Teter’s work on its website.
Teter uses the mark “LEE
TETER” to identify his art,
often in the form of his signature. Teter sued for trademark infringement because
use of his mark [his name]
created the impression that
the gallery was an authorized
dealer of his art. The court,
on summary judgment, held
that there was evidence to
find Glass Onion’s use of the
mark could create a likelihood of confusion, especially
when it was used in conjunction with a watermark of the
gallery’s street address.

Using someone’s
trademarks in artwork is tricky because you have
two different concerns. The first,
that you cannot Joshua Kaufman. Thai X. Nguyen.
use a trademark to
identify the source of origin whether Moore’s work would
of the goods, the traditional cause consumer confusion,
trademark usage. Secondly, the court found none beyou cannot improperly cre- cause he never marketed his
Additionally, there is the
ate the impression of an as- work as being “endorsed,” use of buildings in artworks
sociation between the “sponsored,” or otherwise and the building has acquired
art(ist) and the trademark
owner. However, simply
Although putting a racehorse into a
having a trademark in an artwork generally has not been
picture where the horse may not have a
found to be infringing.
Right of Publicity, the stable may
In University of Alabama
Board of Trustee v. New Life
Art Inc., 683 F.3d 1266 (11th
Cir. 2012), the Eleventh Circuit considered whether the
University of Alabama could
prevent an artist from selling
prints, paintings, and calendars with the University’s
football players wearing the
school’s iconic white and
crimson uniforms. The court
weighed the University’s
rights in its uniform’s marks
against the artist, Daniel
Moore’s, right to free expression, and found for Moore. It
held that the uniforms’ depicPAGE 28

have a trademark in the horse’s name
or in their colors.
affiliated with the University.
Moore’s work was held to
be a clear embodiment of
artistic expression entitled
to the First Amendment’s
protection.
In Teter v. Glass Onion
Inc., 723 F. Supp. 2d 1138
(W.D. Mo. 2010), artist Gary
Teter painted pictures depicting the American frontier and
sold his work to Glass Onion
gallery. Glass Onion subse-

trademark status. In those
cases, the building owners
have not fared well. The leading case deals with the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame (Rock
& Roll Hall of Fame & Museum v. Gentile Prods., 134
F.3d 749 (6th Cir. Ohio
1998)). The museum tried to
stop a photographer, Charles
Gentile, who took a picture
of their building, which is
used as a trademark, in order
to make posters.

The court found that while
a specific rendition of a
building could be a trademark, that does not make all
images of the museum infringing. “To be more specific, we cannot conclude on
this record that it is likely
that the museum has established a valid trademark in
every photograph which,
like Gentile’s, prominently
displays the front of the
museum’s building...”
Another area we see a lot
of activity in is trying to prevent the use of animals in
artwork. Animals do not
enjoy Right of Publicity.
Including a depiction of an
animal, whether well-known
or not, in an artwork will not
be infringing. However, you
have to be careful. Although
putting a racehorse into a
picture, where the horse
may not have a Right of
Publicity, the stable may
have a trademark in the
horse’s name, or in their colors. Further, a jockey has a
Right of Publicity in his
image. So, if a jockey is
riding a racehorse in an artwork a claim could be made
by the jockey for a Right of
Publicity violation. Also, the
stable could make a claim
for the use of their trademarked colors or, in some
cases, in the manner the
horse’s name is used (that
applies to other animals as
well, not just horses).
continued on page 29
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CALENDAR
August 13–14: 33rd annual Sculpture in the Park,
Benson Sculpture Garden,
Loveland, CO. Produced by
Loveland High Plains Arts
Council. For details, visit:
www.sculptureinthepark.org
or call (970) 663-2940.
September 22–25: Expo
Chicago, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Produced by Art Expositions
LLC. For more details, visit:
www.expochicago.com.
September 28–October
2: Affordable Art Fair NYC,
Metropolitan Pavilion, 125
W. 18th St. between 6th and
7th Ave., New York. Produced by Ramsay Fairs. Visit:
www.affordableartfair.com or
phone (212) 255-2003.
September 29–October
2: Texas Contemporary,
ART APPROPRIATION
continued from page 28

The other area in trademark
law that is always problematic is the Lanham Act Section 43(a), which states that
you cannot have a likelihood
of confusion as to an association, affiliation or sponsorship—where none exists.
Therefore, if an artwork contains a trademark in such a
dominant manner that the
viewing public might think
the trademark must have
been licensed by the trademark owner, it could be a violation of the Lanham Act. A
street scene of Times
Square, which contains
scores of trademarks, not a
ART WORLD NEWS

George R. Brown Convention Center, Houston. Produced by Art Market
Productions. For details,
visit:www.txcontemporary.
com or call (212) 518-6912
for further details.

nual Boston International
Fine Art Show, Cyclorama,
Boston. Produced by Fusco
& Four/Ventures LLC. For
further details, visit: www.
fineartboston.com or phone
(617) 363-0405.

September 29–October
2: Houston Art Fair, Silver
Street Event Space, Houston. Produced by Urban
Expositions. For information,
visit: www.houstonartfair.com
or call (800) 563-7632.

October 22–26: High
Point Market, High Point,
NC. For information, visit
the website located at: www.
highpointmarket.org or call
(800) 874-6492.

October 6–9: Art Silicon
Valley/San Francisco, San
Mateo County Event Center,
San Mateo, CA. Produced
by Art Miami LLC. Visit the
website for more details at:
www.artsvfair.com or phone
(305) 517-7977.
October 20–23: 20th anproblem, as no one will think
the artist was affiliated with
the scores of trademark
owners captured in the artwork.
But a close up of a store
may have a different outcome. It is a completely subjective test.
Art appropriation cases
are by their nature decided
on a case-by-case basis.
One must look at the artwork and determine how the
incorporated third party artwork, or the celebrity image
or trademark, are used in
order to determine whether
an infringe- ment or fair use
is present. In this area of art

October
28–31: Art
Toronto, Metro Toronto
Convention Centre, Toronto.
Produced by Informa Canada. For more information,
visit: www.arttoronto.ca or
call (800) 663-4173.
November 2–6: IFPDA
Print Fair, Park Avenue Armory, 67th St., New York.
and law tread carefully and
get expert advice. It’s better
to be safe than sorry.
Images referred to in this article can be viewed at: www.
venable.com/files/Publication
/09e7bfb3-1b1f-44a3-8d8f80fa8c434457/ Presentation/
PublicationAttachment
/35452365-1ba5-4a94-a0f2897e42d9bcba/Art_Appro
priation_Redux.pdf
Joshua Kaufman is a partner
in the law firm of Venable,
LLP, and chair of its copyright
and licensing group. Based in
Washington, DC, he specializes in technology/online matters, anti-counterfeiting, art,
media, publishing, entertain-

Produced by the International Fine Print Dealers Association. For more details,
go to: www.ifpda.org.
November 3–6: Art San
Diego, Balboa Park, San
Diego. Produced by Redwood Media Group. Visit:
www.art-sandiego.com or
for more information, contact Rick Barnett, Business
Development Group, U.S.
and global markets: rick
@redwoodmg.com or call
him at (831) 747-0112.
November 3–6: Sofa
Chicago, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Produced by Urban Expositions, the show will present
sculpture, objects, and functional art and design. Visit
the website: www.sofaexpo.
com for more details, or call
(800) 563-7632.
ment, copyright, licensing and
trademark law, with clients
throughout the U.S., Europe
and Asia. He assists clients in
transactions, as well as litigation. He is an adjunct professor at American University
Law School. He successfully
argued a landmark copyright
/artist rights case before the
U.S. Supreme Court; is a frequent speaker on IP topics
and has published over 150
articles on legal and technology issues. E-mail him at:
jjkaufman@venable.com.
Thai X. Nguyen is an intellectual property associate at
Venable LLP who focuses
her practice on copyright and
trademark matters.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Aspen Strokes
“Aspen Strokes” by Tre
Sorelle Studios measures
36 by 24 inches and retails
for $35. Phone Roaring
Brook Art Company Inc.,
Tarrytown, NY, at (888) 7799055 for more information,
or go to the website at:
www.roaringbrookart.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

JULY

Cruise
Antibes
“Cruise Antibes” by Collection Caprice
measures 16
by 24 inches
and retails for
$38.
The
image is also
available in a
variety
of
sizes. Phone
Rosenstiel’s,
London, at (404) 567-4660, or go to the
website: www.felixr.com.

Camargue Reflection
“Camargue Reflection” by Adam
Jones measures 24 by 24 inches and
retails for $30. Call Galaxy of Graphics, East Rutherford, NJ, at (201) 8062100, www.galaxyofgraphics.com.

Cherry Blossom Trail
“Cherry Blossom Trail” by Chuck
Burdick measures 27 by 27 inches and
retails for $35. Also available to resize
and print on canvas. For more information, telephone Image Conscious,
San Francisco, at (800) 532-2333, or
go to: www.imageconscious.com.

Breathtaking

Luminoso
“Luminoso” by Cat Tesla measures
27 1/2 by 27 1/2 inches and retails for
$38. Available as POD, canvas, poster
paper and fine art. For more details,
phone Winn Devon Art Group Inc.,
Richmond, British Columbia, at (800)
663-1166, or visit the website at:
www.capandwinndevon.com.
PAGE 30

“Breathtaking” by Nel Whatmore is available
as POD on paper and canvas in a variety of
sizes. Send an e-mail to Selected Artworks,
Milan, Italy, at: info@selectedartworks.com
for further information or visit the website at:
www.selectedartworks.com.
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To Everything
There Is a Season
“To Everything There Is a Season” by Donna Atkins measures 16 by 12 inches and
retails for $15. For more information, call Penny Lane
Publishing in New Carlisle,
Ohio, at (800) 273-5263, or
visit the website at: www.
pennylanepublishing.com.

Solitary Tree Collage
“Solitary Tree Collage” by Avery Tillmon measures 27 by 27 inches and
retails for $27. Phone Wild Apple in
Woodstock, VT, at (800) 756-8359
or go to: www.wildapple.com.

Garden Romance Birds II
“Garden Romance Birds II” by Marietta Cohen measures 16 by 16 inches
and retails for $18. Also available is
“Garden Romance Birds I.” Telephone Bon Art, Norwalk, CT, at (203)
845-8888 or: www.bonartique.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

JULY

Silver Foil Octopus I
On Blue Wash
“Silver Foil
Octopus I
on
Blue
Wash” by
Vision Studio is an
open edition
print
on
metallic foil
measuring
24 by 33
inches, retailing for
$140. Call
World Art
Group
in
Richmond, VA, at (804) 213-0600 or visit
the website at: www.theworldartgroup.com.

Neutral Abstract Floral I

San Francisco, California
“San Francisco, California”
by
Christopher
Gjevre has an
image that
measures
40 by 13 1/2
inches and a retail price of $30. Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc.,
located in Minnetonka, MN, at (800) 334-7266 for more information, or go
to the website at: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Abstract Floral I” by Lanie Loreth measures 20 by 12 inches and retails for $18.
Telephone SunDance Graphics, Orlando,
FL, at (800) 617-5532 for further information, or go to: www.sdgraphics.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
Image Conscious

SunDance Graphics
“Beach Day”
by Dan Meneely
Image Size:
18” x 118”
$20

407.240.1091

www.sdgraphics.com

www.sundancegraphics.com

E-MAIL: sarah@sundancegraphics.com
9564 Delegates Dr., Building B,
Orlando, FL 32837

Editions Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
Retail price: $35
Available as
Print On Demand
on paper and canvas.

800.228.0928
www.editionslimited.com

E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com
4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Gango Editions

www.gangoeditions.com

Image Size:
48” x 24”

E-MAIL: info@gangoeditions.com
2187 NW Reed St., Portland, OR 97210-2104
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Available as POD and
multiple substrates.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Image
Conscious

“You’ve Got Mail”
by Joe Bertelli
Image Size:
18” x 20”
$18

Available as POD
and multiple substrates.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.
“Casa
Blanc II”
by
Jeni Lee

800.852.3662

“In Progress”
by Karen
Hollingsworth
Image Size:
32” x 24”
$32

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size:
26” x 26”

Also available as
a custom size giclée.

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIME-PRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE
CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing
division to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hardand soft-bound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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www.abramowitzfinearts.com
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www.artdealer.show
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203.325.6510

Selected Artworks ..............................................................13
www.selectedartworks.com

(011-39) 02 5466917

SunDance Graphics ..........................................................32
www.sundancegraphics.com

407.240.1091

800.852.3662

Todd Bingham Fine Art ......................................................25
Haddad’s Fine Arts Inc. ......................................................32
www.haddadsfinearts.com

www.toddbinghamfineart.com

760.806.7699

800.942.3323

Wellspring Communications ................................................27
Image Conscious ..............................................................32
www.imageconscious.com

Kolibri Art Studio Inc. ........................................................33
www.kolibriartstudio.com

e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com

203.854.8566

800.532.2333

310.538.4855

Wild Apple ......................................................................35
www.wildapple.com

800.756.8359

Larson-Juhl ......................................................................2, 3

World Art Group ................................................................4

www.larsonjuhl.com
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800.438.5031

804.213.0600
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